
With the three-dimensional wall tile in 
the Brave series, Atlas Concorde offers 
a stone look in structured wall tile. The 
sculpted stone effect is natural and 
has a strong impact while offering the 
advantages of a ceramic product. The 
two different shapes (Wave in three 
colors and Blade in Gypsum only) offer 
a choice between soft undulation 
and dynamic geometry, and can be 
installed in entire areas or used as a 
feature with the plain field tile. The Brave 
series has multiple images of different 
kinds of stone veining mixed together. 

Gypsum 
(ACBEGM/1632B)

Gypsum 
(ACBEGM/1632W)

Gypsum 
(ACBEGM/1632)

Grey 
(ACBEGY/1632W)

Grey 
(ACBEGY/1632)

Pearl 
(ACBEPL/1632W)

Pearl 
(ACBEPL/1632)

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. 
Please check samples before making final selection and to get actual dimensions for layout.
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atlas concorde
47B

16 x 32 Wave

16 x 32 Plain

16 x 32 Blade
Available in Gypsum Only



TSACBE/230112

Coordinating Trim
Available in all 3 colors in Plain only and is made by cutting the Plain 16 x 32.

1/2 X 16 Miter Bullnose (ACBE - - /MBN)

Miter Bullnose & Profile

Trim with Field Tile

Installation Information
Brave  is intended for interior walls. If installing with a cement-based adhesive, it is recommended to use a 
flexible setting material. All substrates should be properly reinforced to be sure there is no movement. Wood 
studs need to be dry and properly braced with a minimum depth of 3-1/2”. For mortar installations, the mortar 
bed has to be cured (less than 2% humidity) and has to have proper reinforcing. Brave is designed and 
recommended to be set with a straight joint. Care should be taken to have the pattern align from piece to 
piece to create a continuous flow.

Due to the nature of this large format wall tile, orders must be for full boxes only. Please note that we do not 
accept returns in general. In the rare occurrence that we make an exception and do take a return of this 
product, only factory sealed boxes can be accepted.

Usage
Brave is suitable for use in commercial and residential interior wall applications. 

www. t i l e -shop.com

Plain Colors
Gypsum (ACBEGM/1632)
Grey  (ACBEGY/1632)
Pearl  (ACBEPL/1632) 

Wave Colors
Gypsum (ACBEGM/1632W)
Grey  (ACBEGY/1632W)
Pearl  (ACBEPL/1632W) 

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product can be used to earn
LEED MR credits 4.1

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Blade Color
Gypsum (ACBEGM/1632B)

16 x 32 Rectified Wall Tile

MADE IN ITALY 


